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Eastern Carpathian trails are attractive
and inspiring for many passionate hikers,
mountain bike enthusiasts and nature
lovers. For your convenience, we include
a map, covering the mountainous regions
of Ukraine and Romania – nature conservation areas in Ivano-Frankivsk region and
Maramures
county
–
highlighting
walking and biking trails and other
tourist attractions. Because the two regions
are so interesting and diverse, it is highly
recommended that you visit both during
your nature holiday.
All trails presented on the map require a
certain amount of physical fitness.
Please note that hiking in the mountains can
be very different from a walk in the flatlands.
Mountain trails can be steep and rocky. If
you would typically hike five kilometres in
flatter country, you might find the same five
kilometres in the mountains takes twice as
long and twice the energy. The response to
altitude depends on the individual. To have
appropriate mountaineering skills means to
have some previous mountaineering experience in high mountains and in wilderness
areas above the timberline.
An important element in successful hiking is
footwear that will allow rugged terrain to be
covered easily. Footwear should be sturdy,
provide firm support and have a sole that
provides good traction and grip.
The difficult mountain footpaths are not
recommended for those fearful of heights.
Every person will experience this in a
different way. Those who feel comfortable
on a difficult scramble with steep dropoffs on all sides might have fear of heights
on a highly exposed ridge or on a narrow
mountaintop. When you have all the facts
about where you are going and what to
expect, you’re less likely to have problems in
the backcountry. Do not overestimate your
physical capacity or you may regret it on the
trail.
Preparation is the key for a healthy trip so
plan ahead and prepare well. Know where
you will be going by studying up-to-date
maps (obtain topographic maps of the
area where you plan to hike at a scale of
1:50.000) and guides. Always check the
latest weather forecast. An important thing

This map was produced within the project ‘Breaking the borders: nature discovery trails to Eastern Carpathians’ implemented in
2012 – 2014 by the Centre of Social and Business Initiatives, Tourist Association of Ivano-Frankivsk Region, Carpathian National
Nature Park (Ukraine), Ecologic Association and NFA ROMSILVA – Administration of Maramures Mountain Nature Park (Romania).
The overall objective of the project is to develop and promote transfrontier nature tourism centered on the protected area network
of Nature Parks and ecological site network that extends across Ivano-Frankivsk region of Ukraine and Maramures county of Romania.

you want to do is decide where you want to
go, how much time you have to do it, and
what kind of shape you are in. Remember
not to leave your common sense and intuition behind when you strap on your backpack.
Do not over pack – choose clothing and
equipment carefully, and make sure you
have adequate food. Water is available
everywhere in the Carpathians. Always
carry an emergency kit, mobile phone
and flashlight. Never venture onto a trail
without bringing rain gear – mountain
weather is notoriously fickle. Warm clothes
are necessary for hiking altitudes over
1800 meters. Bring your sleeping bag for
overnight stays.
The walking times are average for a
reasonably fit and experienced hiker. Trail
rating, especially terrain conditions and
difficulty, is based on good conditions. The
level of difficulty increases and becomes
hazardous when rain, moisture, snow or fog
is present!
Hiking in Carpathians is not without risk,
but it can be minimized by doing some basic
research and planning before heading to
the trails. This is the best way to ensure that
the journey is both safe and enjoyable.
Village roads, winding narrow paths make
this land attractive for cycling tours. By the
way, bicycle as a means of transport is quite
popular among the local inhabitants.
Almost all village roads of the area are suitable for cycling tours. Yet the route, the distance and the difficulty level depend on you
and your two-wheeled partner.
And this is not all. The Carpathians are an
excellent place for extreme cycling. If you
have a mountain bike, steep slopes will
give you unforgettable emotions and will
provide you with the necessary level of
adrenalin in your blood.
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on the external border of the participating EU Member States with Ukraine. The European Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument supports cross-border co-operations on the external borders of the EU. The overall objective of the Programme is to intensify
and deepen cooperation in an environmentally, socially and economically sustainable way between Zakarpatska, Ivano-Frankivska
and Chernivetska regions of Ukraine and eligible and adjacent areas of Hungary, Romania and Slovakia. The Joint Managing Authority
of the Programme is the National Development Agency, Hungary. The website of the Programme is www.huskroua-cbc.net.
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NATURE
BY FOOT

The Eastern Carpathians give many opportunities
for encountering rare species of the Carpathian
flora and fauna. You will be especially pleased
with watching the birds’ flights and behaviour.
They captivate you with variety of colours, songs,
and graciousness of their flight.
You do not have to do a lot; you just have to watch
and to remain unnoticed!
During certain times, the forest will gladly share
its treasures with you – mushrooms and berries.
Certain plants and curative herbs will give you
health and cheerfulness. However, you should
not pluck every plant you see, some of them are
in the Red Book, and thus protected by the law.
You had better just look at them and take pictures,
so that other tourists could do the same thing.

This map has been produced with the assistance of the European Union. The content of this map is
the sole responsibility of the Center for Social and Business Initiatives of Yaremche (Ukraine) and NFA
ROMSILVA – Administration of Maramures Mountain Nature Park (Romania) and can in no way be taken
to reflect the views of the European Union.
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The Carpathian National Nature Park offers perhaps the densest
network of hiking and biking trails in the country.

10 000 copies

Both hiking and biking trails are designated with particular coloured
marks or blazes. Colours serve only for identification of the routes,
with no reference to their difficulty level (please read trail description
to learn how long and difficult each particular route is). Trails tend to
make a loop, starting and finishing at the same point, usually next to
bus stops or train stations in the towns and villages. However, some
bicycle trails are ‘radial’, meaning you are expected to make a U-turn
at the end of the marked route and go back the same way you came.
There are also some one-way trekking routes that simply bring you to
a different location, for example the gorgeous Chornohora path. Please
read full descriptions and consult a map before choosing a trail.
• Hiking trails are marked with coloured horizontal stripes between
two white stripes. Rectangular marks confirm that you are on the right
way, and arrows indicate when you need to turn.
• Walking trails, marked with a square divided diagonally on white and
coloured parts. Those are short trails, often suitable for families. There
are just few trails of this type in the Carpathian nature park, but the
number may increase in the future.
• Bicycle routes are marked with a coloured pictogram or blaze of a cyclist on white background (square shape of the sign means ‘keep going
straight’, arrow shape means ‘take the next left/right’).
Please use a detailed area map to get accurate and up-to-date
information about the trails
Recommended map: ‘Eastern Gorgany’ (2012). The best map currently
available on the market, includes all marked hiking and biking trails and
made in Ukrainian and English languages. The map may be purchased
from newspaper kiosks, book stores and souvenir shops around the
area at a price of UAH 20-40.
Recommended atlas: ‘Yaremche region: Tourism and Nature Protection’ (2012). This handy brochure is printed in two languages
(Ukrainian and English), contains useful information about the area,
as well as a 1:50 000 map of the Park trails (virtually identical to the
Eastern Gorgany map discussed above). The regular price is UAH 40-50.
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The project ‘Breaking the borders: nature discovery trails to Eastern Carpathians’ was implemented under the Hungary-Slovakia-Romania-Ukraine ENPI Cross-Border Cooperation Programme 2007-2013 (www.huskroua-cbc.net), and was co-financed by the European Union through the European Neighbourhood and Partnership Instrument.
The European Union is made up of 28 Member States who have decided to gradually link together their know-how, resources and
destinies. Together, during a period of enlargement of 50 years, they have built a zone of stability, democracy and sustainable development whilst maintaining cultural diversity, tolerance and individual freedoms. The European Union is committed to sharing its
achievements and its values with countries and peoples beyond its borders. The European Commission is the EU’s executive body.
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HIKING AND BIKING TRAILS IN THE CARPATHIAN
NATIONAL NATURE PARK
IN UKRAINE

INSPIRING IDEAS FOR NATURE HOLIDAYS
IN EASTERN CARPATHIANS

Sports base Zaroslyak – Mala (Small)
Hoverla mountain (1762m) –
Hoverla mountain (2061 m) –
Sports base Zaroslyak
Distance: 10.4 km (one way)
Time: 5-6 hours (both ways)
Vertical rise: 800 m (1260 – 2061 m)
Mark colours: green, blue
Difficulty level: high
The route starts from the sports base
Zarosliak (1265 m) accessible by cars
and vans, and runs through a spruce
forest on a well-worn trail marked
green and blue.
Soon, the trail leaves the forest at
about 1400-1450 m above the sea level, opening amazing panoramic views.
This is the zone of sub-alpine meadows,
in Ukrainian Carpathians often called
‘polonynas’. From here, the trail turns
much steeper than before. On your
right side you will see a water spring,
the last chance to refill your bottle. The
two routes later diverge, although both
lead to the summit of Mt. Hoverla. We
recommend choosing the gentler, and
a little bit longer green route. There is
a ‘intermediate peak’, Mala Hoverla
(Small Hoverla) – a good spot to take a
break.
From the altitude of about 1800 meters,
the zone of alpine meadows begins. To
your right, a gorgeous pyramid-like Mt.
Petros (2020 m) may be observed. On
your left, there is a string of peaks that
compose the Chornogora range. From
here on, you are at the home stretch,

Sport base Zaroslyak – mountain
Hoverla (2061 m) – mountain Turkul
(1933 m) – Brebeneskul lake – mountain
Menchul (1999 m) – mountain Pip Ivan
(2028 m) - mountain Vaskul ( 1730m)
– valley Gropa – tract Banhof – tract
Medvezhe’k– Village Shybeny
Distance: 43 km
Time: 3 days (overnight stay at the
Brebeneskul lake and on the valley
Gropa)
Vertical rise: 1150 meters
This trail begins at tract Zaroslyak of
Vorokhta village (altitude - 1265 meters
above sea level). The training base for
the Olympic athletes called ‘Zaroslyak’ is located here. The route begins by
following a central trail through the
forest. The marked trail (labelled in white
and red) goes along the Prut River to the
confluence of the right tributary of the
great Hoverla bowl. Beyond the forest,
line the sub-alpine highlands open up to
picturesque landscape views. The Prut
River begins here to the left (total length
950 km) and at the very first jut, it creates
a picturesque cascade of waterfalls. On
the left, north of the spurs, almost of all
Chornogora peaks can be seen.
The ascent to the top of Zaroslyak mountain (1831 m) is very steep. This is the
most difficult part of the trail - by a serpentine path. Further in, after З0 - 40
minutes of the ascent - the top of Goverla
mountain (2061 m). In good weather the
view from can extend to 100 kilometres.
From Hoverla the scenery opens to the
Romanian mountains, the largest array of
the Ukrainian Carpathians - Gorgany and
the Tysa valley and many mountainous
villages located in the lowlands.
The route follows the trail alongside the
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TO HOVERLA MOUNTAIN (2061 M) (ONE DAY)
and the hike becomes even steeper.
This segment, though, is not long and
normally takes about 30 minutes to
pass. An ensemble of monuments, including a giant cross, will tell you that
you made it – you are in Ukraine’s highest point! Congratulations!
The descent goes through Zaroslyak mountain (distance from the top
Goverla mountain 500 meters). Small
sandstone cliffs near the top are the
feature of Zaroslyak mountain. Walk
down and admire the picturesque view
of the Bretskul upper hollow – the
source of one of the largest Carpathian
rivers - Prut. The descent by Zaroslyak
slope is steep and you should be very
careful. At the bottom, walk by the
gentle slopes to the forest zone. After
500 meters there is a wonderful view
of the river Prut waterfalls.
Zaroslyak valley is very picturesque
with overgrowth of raspberry-cane,
common Juniper (Juniperus communis)
and rhododendron. From here the path
goes through the forest to the Prut
river. Keep to the left bank until the
confluence of the left inflow. 600 meters separates you from Zaroslyak sport
base, the end point of the trail.
To make your experience more diverse
and to minimize erosion, we recommend to climb Mt. Hoverla along the
green route, and to come back by the
blue one. Don’t forget to read and
follow
our
Rules
of
Trails.
Enjoy your hike!

Birdwatching check list

Butterfly species check list

Flowering plants check list

Name

Nestling period

Wedding period

Golden Eagle
(lat. Aquila chrysaetos)

March

February-March

Peregrine Falcon
(lat. Falco peregrinus)

Common Kestrel
(lat. Falco tinnunculus)

Common Raven
(lat. Corvus corax)

Common buzzard
(lat. Buteo Buteo)

April-May

Late March –
early April

Late FebruaryMarch

Late March

Western Capercaillie
(lat. Tetrao urogallus)

April-May

White Stork
(lat. Ciconia ciconia)

Late March

Hazel Grouse
(lat. Tetrastes Bonasia)

Lesser Spotted Eagle
(lat. Aquila Pomarina)

Eurasian Eagle-Owl
(lat. Bubo bubo)

Early April

Early April

March

Carpathian National Nature Park
√

Scarce Swallowtail
(lat. Iphiclides
podalirius (Linnaeus,
1758)

May-June

Black Grouse
(lat. Lyrurus tetrix)

Capercailie
(lat. Tetrao urogallus)

Lerunca
(lat. Tetrastes bonasia)

The Golden Eagle
(lat. Aquila chrysaetos)

The Lesser Spotted Eagle
(lat. Aquilapomarina)

Common buzzard
(lat. Buteo buteo)

Nestling period
May-September

May-August

May-August

April-July

April -August

May-August

Timing

July-August

Wingspan,
mm

60-90

Vegetation
zones

Beech forests

Late April
Old World Swallowtail
(lat. Papilio machaon
Linnaeus, 1758)

Late FebruaryMarch

Common Brimstone
(lat. Gonepteryx
rhamni (Linnaeus,
1758)

Late April-May

July-August

June-August

60-80

52-65

Beech forests

Beech and
spruce forests

Early March

Purple Emperor
(lat. Apatura iris
(Linnaeus, 1758)

March-April

June-July

60-80

Beech and
spruce forests

March
European Peacock
(lat. Inachis io
(Linnaeus, 1758)

Late April - May

Early April

Camberwell Beauty
(lat. Nymphalis
antiopa (Linnaeus,
1758)

Maramures Mountains Nature Park
Name

Species

Wedding period
April

June-August

May-July

45-62

50-76

Beech, spruce
and alpine
zones

Beech and
spruce forests

√
Silver-washed Fritillary
(lat. Argynnis paphia
(Linnaeus, 1758)

July-August

50-70

Beech and
spruce forests

April

April

March – in
general

April

April

Dark Green Fritillary
(lat. Argynnis aglaja
(Linnaeus, 1758)

High Brown Fritillary
(lat. Argynnis adippe
(Denis &
Schiffermüller, 1775)

Niobe Fritillary
(lat. Argynnis niobe
(Linnaeus, 1758)

July-August

June-August

June-August

50-65

46-65

47-57

Beech and
spruce forests

Beech and
spruce forests

Beech and
spruce forests

√

Species

Blossom
period

Observation
places

Trollius europaeus
(lat.Trollius altissimus Crantz)

May-June

Everywhere

Caltha palustris (lat. Caltha palustris)

End of
April-May

Everywhere

Anemone nemorosa
(lat. Anemone nemorosa)

July

Everywhere

Ragged Robin (lat.Lychnis flos-cuculi)

July

Everywhere

Centaurea (lat. Centauréa)

July

Everywhere

Breckland thyme (lat.Thymus serpyllum)

July

Everywhere

Hypericum (lat. Hypericum)

July

Everywhere

Common yarrow
(lat. Achillea millefolium)

July

Everywhere

Lesser Butterfly-orchid
(lat. Platanthera bifolia)

End of AprilMay

Everywhere

Orchis (lat. Orchis)

End of AprilMay

Everywhere

Mountain arnica (lat. Arnica montana)

June-July

Everywhere

Sweet violet (lat. Viola odorata)

Beginning of
May

Everywhere

Rhododendron (lat. Rhododendron)

June-July

Highlands

Cowslip (lat. Primula vera)

April

Highlands

√

HIKING AND BIKING TRAILS IN MARAMURES
MOUNTAIN NATURE PARK
IN ROMANIA

Carpathian National Nature Park

main watershed ridge of Chornogora. In a
short time the peaks Pozhyzhevs’ka (1822
m), Bretskul (1911 m), Dantsizh (1848
meters) and Turkul (1933 m) are reached.
From the last peak the view to lake
Nesamovyte, located in a shallow hollow
under a ridge is opened. This is the traditional stop of travellers to replenish water.
The trail heads towards Rebra mountain
(2001 m).
Chornogora path runs to the top of the
mountain from the right and progresses
to the saddle between the main ridge and
the mountain Hutyn-Tomnatyk (2016 m).
A good landmark is the quite large andesite pole of the former Czechoslovak-Polish border number 28. Next – drop down
the ridge by the right winding path to the
highest lake in Ukraine - Brebeneskul. This
is the best place to spend a night.
The next day the trail climbs the
ridge again. A slanting path leads to
Brebeneskul mountain (2036 m). At
100 meters to the west, there is the
highest mineral spring in the Ukrainian
Carpathians. The landmark at the top is the
border pole number 25. This is the
starting point. Continue in the same
direction towards Menchul mountain
(1999m), Dzembronia (1887m) and Pip
Ivan (2028 m).
On top of this peak, there are remains
of
the
former
Polish
meteorological observatory (White Elephant). In winter, the building is covered
in snow and ice resembling an exotic creature. Within 3-4 kilometres, there is Gropa
valley – the traditional overnight stop.
The next day the trail runs down the dirt
road through the former logging unit of
Banhof. In the tract Medvezhe’k the trail
reaches the Shybenyy stream. Its left bank
leads you within six kilometres to your final destination point – Shybeny village.

This final segment of the trail, consisting
of pine bushes and rock fields, requires
extra attention. ‘Slowly but surely’ is
the rule to follow here. For your efforts,
you will be rewarded with amazing
views from the summit of Mt. Homiak!
Not only surrounding peaks and ridges
can be seen from here, but also several
communities – Yablunytsia, Polianytsia,
Tatariv and Mykulychyn. Bringing a binocular is a good idea – perhaps, you can
spot your hotel or the road you took to
get here. There are two marked trails
to return to the start of the route: the
first is to take the same trail, and the
alternative is to take a green trail that
leads North and then North-West
from the summit. The green route
is much more steep and difficult to
handle, especially for those with little
alpinist experience. We leave it up to
you to decide which path to take based
on your experience and physical shape.
Thank you for your visit and for
following our Rules of Trails!
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The Maramures Mountains,
denominated in the ancient
diplomas of Maramures as
‘Silva Nigra’ and later on ‘Forested
Carpathians’, represent the
highest mountain range on
the Romanian border, a convergence point of several historical regions (The Romanian
Maramures,
Zakarpatia,
Northern and Southern Bucovina,
Galicia) and starting from 2005,
this region was declared a protected area of national interest in the category of natural
parks. The main reasons for
this designation were the specific landscape with mountains
covered by forests and mountain meadows in a charming
alternation,
the
presence
of flora and fauna emblematic
for the Carpathians
within
yet stable ecosystems, the
existence
of
natural
habitats on large areas and also
a traditional way of life, directly
dependant on the natural
resources and still preserved to a
certain degree.

VALEA VASERULUI

(HAITUL MĂCÂRLĂU 869 M) –
BAIA BORŞA 776 M (ONE DAY)

Valea Vaserului (Haitul Măcârlău) –
Refigiul montan Lucăciasa – Baia
Borşa
Marking: red triangle
Distance: 12 km
Duration: 5-6 hours
Difficulty level: medium,
on winter hard
Seasonality: Summer course, winter
is considered mountaineering route
Trim level: mountain equipment
Refuges or shelters on the trail:
Mountain refuge Lucăciasa
Tour starts from Macarlau , cross Vaser,
mark down on the left, cross the bridge
over the valley Macarlau, then climb
the industrial road that leads to the
former mining colony from Macarlau,
which is confluence with valley Lucăciasa. The route passes through the
premises of the former colonies, winding road climbs leads to the exploitation galleries currently closed across
the valley twice, then go to the first
gallery of the mine, the forester VI/66.
Marking follows the road climbs the
foot of Macarlau, Lucaciasa valleys and
mountain refuge Lucăciasa.
From the saddle Lucăciasa 1641 m
tourist trail descends through forest,
winding roads up to the first gallery,
and from here on the way to the former industrial mining colony Gura Baii,
to the place called La Taietura.
From here the road follows marking
down the valley Secu up in the center
of Baia Borsa mineAccess: Hait Macarlau can be reached on foot or by train
departing from forest CFF Viseu de Sus,
and then on foot.

Situated in the northern part
of the Eastern Carpathians,
the Maramures Mountains
neighbour in the east the
Tibau Mountains, in the south the Rodna Mountains and Maramures Depression, and in the
north the Rakhiv and Chornohora
Mountains (from Ukraine). The
total area of the range (including
depression areas and bordering
hills) is 1500 km2.
The area of the park is 133,354 ha.

flowers blooming, gather cranberries,
raspberries,
blackberries
and
blueberries.
There is a wooden tower to observe
the wildlife and an information booth.
On the right hand, a plantation of
thirty-years larch trees may be seen.
From there, through a spruce forest,
trail descends to the creek Chertizh. Just
few steps can get to go to the edge of
the Rock (Skala), which originates from
the displacement of mountain solid
during a flood in 1968.
The route comes to an end at the point
where the stream Kopchyn flows into
the river Prutets Chemyhivskyy. Here
one can see majestic cliffs along the
canyon of the Prutets Chemyhivskyy
river. On the opposite bank, relict woods
of pine trees grow. Not far along the
road, remains of a narrow gauge railway
can be observed. This line, once busy
with logging cars, ceased operation after
the 1968 flood.

The trail starts in the centre of Viseului
Valley (railway station), and after 250
m it turns left among houses, reaching
county road DJ 185 near Viseului gorges. Then the trail runs side by side with
the natural canyon for approximately
5.5 km and when the trail reaches Bistra village, it starts ascending on the
terrace of Viseului Valley and then goes
down to Bistra Valley.
The mountainous trail goes up again
along the valley up to Preluca Bistrei
(Preluca of Glodean). From here it
continues to the meadows and then
through forests, reaching the peak between Bistra Valley and Frumuşean exactly in Preluca of Ionaş, whereas from
this point it starts descending to Paltinu
to the forestry cottage.
The trail continues along the forestry road on the Hututeanca Valley and
then it leaves the road going up to the
pass from Tomantec and Vâjii peaks.
On the descent, keep the Vâjii peak on
the left and head towards the meadows
to reach Certina. Descend again on the
left side to Tomnatecu Valley and then
to Repedea Valley to the forestry cabin.
The Tomnatecu ridge, the left slope
of the Repedea valley is special due
to its sub-alpine flora, and especially
because of the Poiana Narciselor (The
Narcissus Field). The best time to visit is
in late May and early June, when flow-

ers are in bloom. A Narcissus Celebration takes place in Repedea, on the last
Sunday in May. In addition, here you
can enjoy the hospitality and charming
simplicity of the shepherds in the nearby settlement. Access to the Narcissus
field is provided by a marked trail which
starts from the centre of the village and
continues along the Tomnatic river valley. This valley is the source of many
mineral springs (“borcut”). The Vişeu
River is one of the two main rivers that
cross the Maramureş Depression from
southeast to Northwest. To the east of
it are the Maramureş Mountains that
are rugged and difficult to access, while
to the west are the gentle lush valleys
with the more famous villages with
their wooden churches. Repedea is located on the bank of Ruscova River, 11
km from Ruscova village, at the confluence of Ruscova and Repedea Rivers.
Repedea was founded by Ivan Krevan
in 1350.

July

In the forest

Wild strawberry (lat. Fragaria vesca)

June

Everywhere

Tormentil (lat. Potentilla erecta)

May-August

Highlands

Maramures Mountains Nature Park

Sieversia (lat. Sieversia)

July

Highlands

Species

Fireweed (lat. Epilobium angustifolium)

July

Highlands

Willow gentian
(lat. Gentiana asclepiadea)

May

Everywhere

Pulmonaria (lat. Pulmonaria filarszkyana)

May-June

Highlands

Forget-me-not (lat. Myosótis)

June-August

Wetlands

Meadow sage (lat. Salvia pratensis)

June

Everywhere

June-July

Flowering plants check list
Blossom
period

Observation places

Leontopodium alpinum

July

Valea VaseruluiComan

Cochlearia officinalis subsp.
pyrenaica var. borzaeana

June-August

Stancariile Salhoi
Zambroslavele

Trollius europaeus

May-June

Repedea, Viseu de
Sus, Sehleanu

Cypripedium calceolus

May-June

Tocarnea

Narcissus radiiflorus

May-June

Tomnatec

JulySeptember

Smereceni Valea
Repdea, Bistra,
Zambroslave,
Valea Viseului

Highlands

Phyteuma (lat. Phyteuma)

June-July

Highlands

Autumn hawkbit
(lat. Leontodon autumnalis)

SeptemberAugust

Everywhere

Pink scorzonera
(lat. Scorzonera purpurea)

JulySeptember

Highlands
Campanula carpatica

Autumn crocus
(lat. Colchicum autumnale)

SeptemberOctober

Everywhere

Crocus (lat. Crocus heuffelianus)

March-April

Everywhere

Welcome to Ecotourism Visitor Centre in Yaremche
√

Ecotourism Visitor Centre of Carpathian National Nature Park is a modern facility that offers
expositions and artful panoramas dedicated to the nature, history, ethnography and folklore of
the area. A 30-minute area interpretation film is being offered to visitors in Ukrainian, English,
German, Russian, Romanian, and Polish (the screening is included in the entrance fee). The
Visitor Centre also provides information about local service providers and sells maps of the
Park trails. The centre staff tends to organize visitors into smaller groups for the guided tours,
so please call them in advance of your arrival. The place is worth a visit and will take about a full
hour, including the film presentation.
The opening hours are 8:00 till 17:00, Mon-Fri.
Weekend visits are possible for groups upon reservation.
Telephones for guided tour reservations: +38 03434 21155, +38 067 9076432.
Entrance fee (adults/children): 15/10 UAH.

Take a trip by Steam train in Vasser Valley
(Valea Vaserului) in Romania
The Vaser Valley - with its length of some 50 km - climbing from Viseu de Sus to the end of line
near Comanu, is rather different from other valleys of the Carpathian mountains. With the
exception of a few logging camps, the valley covers a vast area devoid of human population. It
is accessible only by railway, along with a handful of logging roads that link key points on the
line. Starting from Viseu de Sus you will see a number of individual houses alongside a rough
dirt road for a distance of approximately 8 km. At the Novăţ Delta triangle junction the railway
branches in two directions: to the right the line runs a further 7 km into the Novat Valley; to the
left the main branch continues beside the River Vaser towards Comanu, with the turning point
for regular steam trains at Paltin, halfway from Cozia to Bardău.
If you continue on foot you will discover that the railway line passes through the most spectacular landscape of the whole route between Cozia, Bardău, Botizu and Făina: narrow, rock lined
canyons; fast-flowing, sparkling mountain brooks; the colourful wildlife of the mixed forests;
and no less than three short tunnels before Botizu station. Located above Făina station, you can
visit a small church, built by Austrian settlers and dedicated to the famous Empress Elisabeth
(‘Sissi’).
Some 5 km beyond the camp at Făina, near Măcârlău station, the railway passes the remains of
an impressively large retaining wall. At this point the Vaser River was retained by a temporary
dam in order to raft the timber down to the saw mills in former times.

TO LAKE NESAMOVYTE FROM ZAROSLIAK TRACT (ONE DAY)

Sports base Zaroslyak – Pozhyzhevs’ka
meadow – Pozhyzhevs’ka mountain
(1822 m) – Dantsizh mountain (1848
m) – Turkul mountain (1933 m) –
Nesamovyte lake – Orendarchyk
stream - Pozhyzhevs’ka meadow Sports base Zaroslyak
Distance: 7.4 km (one way) / 15 km
(both ways)
Time: 4-5 hours (both ways)
Vertical rise: 550 m (1250 – 1750 m)
Marking: a yellow stripe between two
white stripes
Difficulty level: high
The trail starts not far away from sports
base Zarosliak. From the information
stand, it runs Southbound, crosses the
river Prut and gently starts to climb a
side of Pozhyzhevska mountain. Soon,
on the right side of the trail, a field
laboratory of the Carpathians Ecology
Institute (belongs to the Academy of
Science) (1429 meters above sea level) may be seen, standing right next to
the highest weather station in Ukraine
(1450 meters above sea level).
Through a calm, aroma-full forest, the

trail leads you to the feet of mountains
Mali Kizly, where a pretty steep uphill
starts to bring you to the Polonyna
(pasture) Dantsizh. This site is already a
part of the Chornogora range, the highest chain of Ukrainian Carpathians. The
slope of Dantsizh leads to Turkul mountain. In good weather climb this peak
and see the breathtaking panorama
of the Chornogora range and virtually
all of the Eastern Carpathians. The descent from Turkul mountain is steep, so
walk very carefully. Occasionally, once
you rich the top of the ridge, the trail is
turning flat and in some minutes brings
you to Lake Nesamovyte, a unique local
landmark. The Hutsul people say that
this lake has no bottom and there live
the souls of sinners and drowned men.
According to the traditional beliefs of
local people, the hail that causes a lot
of trouble to the mountaineers is born
here. Near the lake, you will find a water spring. It is situated on a side of
Turkul mountain, at about 1750 meters
above the sea level. From here, visitors
take the same trail to get back to parking lot (Zarosliak).

MOUNTAIN BIKING FROM VOROKHTA
(VOROKHTA-VORONENKA-YABLUNYTSIA-VOROKHTA)

Distance: 29 km
Biking time: 3-6 hours
Vertical rise: 988 m
Mark colour: red cyclist
Difficulty level: medim/high
This is a long and extremely interesting
route, so plan a full day for it. This route
requires previous experience in mountain biking and good physical shape,
however it is not an extreme trail and
you can just walk through the segments
that are too difficult for you. The route
starts from downtown Vorokhta and
heads towards Voronenko passing by
old pre-WW1 stone bridges. After passing a spruce forest, you enter the village
of Voronenko. Keep the main dirt road
through the village and climb a long
uphill that end by a prominent church
with a green dome. You’re now on the
dividing ridge and straight path to the
Yablunytsia Pass.
The road along the ridge is very nice. You
start off in the meadows and make your
way into dense forest. Keep in mind that
in certain sections your right foot will be
in the Ivano-Frankivsk region and your
left in the Zakarpattia region! Today this
ridge is an administrative border between regions, but 60 years ago it was
a border between countries. The countries changed, but the border remained.
Several easy uphill climbs take you
out of the forest to houses and the
television tower. Pass it along the main
road and in a few minutes there’s a quick
descent to Yablunytsia Pass, also known as
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BISTRA – REPEDEA (ONE DAY)

Duration: 6-7 hours
Difficulty level: medium

3

7

TO STAVNYI GRUN (ONE DAY)

Distance: 7 km (one way)
Time: 3-4 hours
Difficulty level: medium
The route starts from the Ukrainian
Greek Catholic Church in the village
of Mykulychyn, from the information
stand. Route climbs to Kozmiyivka area
passing through forest pastures, where
bluebell flower, cornflower, gentian,
orchis, mountain arnica and other
flowers can be observed in the
summertime. On the left hand, one sees
a house of local residents, and on the
right – a virgin fir forest over the age of
120 years. This place offers views of the
surrounding areas.
Then the route goes to the forest and
the source. Nearby is the Mochara bog,
overgrown with willows. From there,
the path climbs up rapidly and after
about 300 meters up the mountain
comes to a place Stavnyi Grun, offering beautiful views. Also in the summer you can watch a variety of forest

9

mountains fall down to steep rocky
precipices. Here grows a number of indigenous plants listed in the Red Book
of Ukraine: snowdon rose (rhodiola
rosea), lying cliff, yellow gentian (gentiana lutea), moss saxifrage (Saxifraga)
and others.
Follow the steep spur to the upper hollow and then walk down to the left from
the waterfall to the bottom lowland.
From here you have the unique view
to the most beautiful alpine meadows
of the Ukrainian Carpathians with its
circus shaped low places, hollows and
lowlands, boulder trains, waterfalls
and sub-alpine Hadzhyna highland.
Walk down the noticeable path to the
forest that grows on the centuries-old
stone placer. Here you find cedar pine
(cembra) or often-called European
pine – the relic of the Tertiary period.
One kilometre to the right there is a
small place for rest and a water source,
known as ‘Dovbush spring’. According
to legend, the famous Opryshok Oleksa Dovbush often visited this place and
drank cool water (its temperature even
in the summertime is not higher than
+6 оC). After another one kilometre in
the valley you will see buildings – kolybas (smoke houses) where the shepherds can offer you traditional brynza
(sheep’s milk cheese) and other local
dairy products, like ‘vurda’ and in the
morning and evening they bring you
fresh milk.
From this valley, a good dirt road leads
to the suburb Pidgadzhyna of Bystrets’
village. From here walk down the village road to the village centre.

PLACES TO GO & THINGS TO DO

Cypress spurge
(lat. Euphorbia cyparissias)

Campanula alpina
(lat. Campanula alpine)

TO THE MOUNTAIN BREBENESKUL (2036 M) (ONE DAY)

Bystrets’ village – Kizi UIlogy valley –
Kedrovatyi Pogorilets’ mountain range
– Brebeneskul mountain (2036 m) –
Rebra mountain (2001 m) – Gadzhyna
valley– Bystrets’ village.
Distance: 26 km
Time: 11-12 hours
Vertical rise: 1230 m
From the end of the village Bystrets’
cross the river and start walking to Kizi
Ulogy valley. To the left are the unforgettable views towards Chornogora
mountain chain with its highest peaks.
At the fork in the road, take the dirt
road that proceeds to the path through
old primeval fir forests to the upper
hanging valley to the valley Kizi Ulogy.
On the next route section climb the
steep path to Kedrovatyi Pogorilets’
range. In good weather, you can admire
the unique panorama of Chornogora spurs. Then the path climbs to the
top of the dome-shaped Brebeneskul
mountain (2036 m) - the second-highest mountain of Chornogora range. Ancient glacial relief forms - the traces of
the Pleistocene ice – preserved on the
slopes of the mountain.
Here you can see Brebeneskul, the highest (1801 m above sea level) and the
deepest (2 m) glacial lake in Ukraine.
Then the route passes the water-parting ridge in the north-west direction
to the Rebra mountain (2001m). A
concrete pole from the old Czechoslovak-Polish border number 28 between
Chornogora and Hutyn-Tomnatyk
(2018 m) mountain is a good landmark.
From here it is less than one kilometre
to Rebra mountain. North slopes of the
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TO HOMIAK MOUNTAIN (1542 M) (ONE DAY)

Distance: 7.4 km (one way)
Time: 4-6 hours (both ways)
Vertical rise: 890 m (650 – 1542 m)
Mark colour: red
Difficulty level: high
The trail starts from the Zhenets control
point of Carpathian National Nature Park.
Following red markers, the wide, gently
up-sloping path will lead you though an
old, peaceful forest. During its first 6 km,
the trail adds altitude very gently and is
easy to follow even for children. Although,
due to dene woods, no panoramic views
are available at this stretch. The trail
spreads among the natural landscapes of
rich plant covering the forest zone and a
view of the stones of the Homiak (meaning hamster) Mountain, one of the highest mountains of the Gorgany Range. The
walk also follows alongside the Zhenets
River. Many animals and birds have been
noted on this route. You may see the
Carpathian and alpine tritons, otter, European mink, ermine, spotted salamander,
jay, green-peak, nutcracker, thrush, red
deer, marten and the Carpathian squirrel.
After the 6 km milestone, the route
comes out of the forest zone, offering
visitors long-awaited bird-eye views of
the surrounding peaks and valleys. At
the same time, the path becomes much
more aggressive from this point and till
the very summit. The adventure begins
with fields of dwarf mountain pine (Pinus mugo), that you need to cross using
a narrow, steep and very rocky trail. After
the pine bushes are behind, you face an
uphill across a field of sharp-edged rocks,
varying from the size of a brick to a car.

WATCHING THE WILDLIFE

2

CHORNOGORA HIGHLAND (THREE DAYS)

COŞNEA –
FARCAU (ONE DAY)

Marking: red band starting from
Poienile de Sub Munte- LuheiMihailescu Peak
Distance: 20 km
Duration: 10-12 hours
Peaks: Stanişoara peak, Mihăilescu peak and its alpine caldrons,
Vindirel Lake, Farcău Peak.
Mihailescu Peak gives a fantastic
view from Copilas to Ludescu-Budescu-Barsanescu-Stogu, whereas
to the north-west there are traditional sheepfolds: Groapa Lupilor,
Groapa lui Bologa and at the foot
of the Nordic peaks of Mihailescu
- Groapa Julii.
Vindirel lake offers picnic possibilities. From Vindirel lake you
may start climbing Farcaului peak
(1956 m), having thus a majestic
view of the entire Ruscova valley,
Pip Ivan Mountain (1937 m) with
its Nordic peaks (Ukrainian part)
covered with snow and the high
peaks of Ukrainian Carpathians
– Hoverla peak (2061 m), Pietros
(2028 m) as well as the peak of
the Romanian Carpathians – Tibles Mountain and further away,
vaguely covered with snow, the
Pietrosu Rodnei Mountains.
Depart from Vindirel lake with a
stop at the cattle herd Rugas and
taste delicious milk products. Descend from the small village of
Arsetea and stop at the mineral
spring (borcut).

Berkut (named after a tourist lodge
located there). There’s a souvenir
market, café with Hutsul dishes, and
other signs of civilization.
From here you follow the payment roadway for about 5 km down to the centre
of Yablunytsia. There’s almost no need
to pedal on this down-sloping section you’ll feel like you’re flying.
After passing the hill with three ski lifts
on your right, look for the sign for a right
turn. Now you’ve got another dilemma
– turn right and return to Vorokhta via
the mountains or follow the roadway to
the starting point with a turn in Tatariv
(the second option is for those who are
tired). The route through the mountains
is shorter in length but will take more
time and effort than the roadway. But
it’s worth it!
After about 30 minutes of riding along
the ridge, you reach the upper station
of Vorokhta chairlift line, which is out of
operation since 2006. Follow the route
signs turn right to a local gravel road.
Be careful – the descent is rather steep,
especially at the beginning! But if you
keep your bearings, in 10 minutes you’ll
be in the valley of the Prut River and at
the centre of Vorokhta.
Congratulations, the route is complete!
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REPEDEA VILLAGE –
VINDIREL LAKE (ONE DAY)

Repedea – Chicera- Laba – Runea –
Vindirel Lake.
Marking: white and blue band
Duration: 5-6 hours
Distance: 10 km
Difficulty level: medium
Start from the bridge in the centre of Repedea village; follow the
blue band markings that lead to
Chicera (1190m). From here you
pass through Laba, Runea and finally get to Vindirel Lake.
Vinderel lake, the Repedea river
valley and its affluent, as well as
the generous alpine forests and
grasslands are the attractions of
this trail.
On St. Elijah’s Day, tourists climb
up to the Vinderel lake, which is
impressive in its size. Maidens
should walk to the lake and wash
in its waters while uttering magic
incantations, which will enable
them to get married soon to a
good husband, most likely before
year end. The lake is situated on
the starting point of Vinderel river
and has an oval shape and is oriented on the east-west direction.
With a maximum depth of 5.5 m,
placed at 35 m from the eastern
shore, the lake has a length of
155 m, with a maximum width of
85 m, with a surface of 0.90 ha.
The supply of the lake water is
made of a cone of dejection and
rain, and in some swamp mesh of
the south bank.

Carpathian Wetland Rudyak
Location: near Vorokhta, on the main road towards Verkhovyna and Mt. Hoverla
Area: 100 hectares
Altitude: 850 m (2800 feet) above the sea level
Age: 1500-2000 years
Depth: up to 2.6 m (8.5 feet)
Wetland Rudyak impresses with pure clean air and a great variety of natural aromas and
seasonal colours! You are welcome to discover the Carpathian peat bog ecosystem using a
specially built board-walk and information boards.
Wetlands are an important part of Earth’s ecosystem. They are natural filters that accumulate
Carbon dioxide (C02) and other pollutants from the air, and ‘produce’ clean water, that feed
surrounding plants and creeks.
Most swampland in Eurasia is located in the Northern part of the continent, in Scandinavia
and in the North of Russia; Belarus and northern part of Ukraine also have many swamps.
However, in Central and Southern Europe they are not that frequent. Especially rare they
are in the hilly terrains of the mountains. That is why Rudyak is a one-of-a-kind place, well
deserving to be protected by law.
While visiting this site, as well as any other part of the Carpathian National Nature Park, you
are allowed and encouraged to take photos, record videos and make drawings, and enjoy
the sounds and aromas of the natural world that surrounds you. At the same time, you are
kindly asked to stay on the board-walk and to refrain from making loud noise and touching
the plants or animals.
Normally, swamps are formed from lakes that have a lack of water flow. About 2,000 years
ago there was probably a clear, sizable lake. Over the centuries, the lake deteriorated and
the water became replete with water plants and mosses, until eventually its surface became
almost as hard as regular soil.
From a scientific point of view, Rudyak is a bog, with acidic water and a large number of
sphagnum mosses. Bogs like this one usually get their water from area rain and snowfall.
The formation of a bog is a long and slow process. Some bogs in Northern Europe are as
old as 7,000 years! Wetland Rudyak is relatively young swamp - it could have appeared as
‘recently’ as 1,500 - 2,000 years ago.
The soil mass formed in swamps is called peat. It consists of a great variety and quantity of
mineral and organic particles such as the remains of dead mosses, aquatic weeds, and tiny
animals and insects that accumulated here over many centuries. During this process, the
peat mass of the bog eventually became hard enough to support a deer, a man, or even a
tree. However, this hardness is illusory as the swamp is still full of water and the peat has
numerous holes deep enough for a visitor to even lose their shoes!
This place is a habitat for the only carnivore species of plants found in Ukraine: the RoundLeaved Sundew (Drosera rotundifolia). Similar to other more famous tropical carnivore
plants, the sundew feeds on small insects attracted by its bright red colour.
Bogs are also great in natural flood protection. Like sponges, they can soak huge masses of
water. The Rudyak swamp is able to hold more than 1 million tons of moisture, water that is
later leaked to the Prut watershed during the hot and dry summer months. Sphagnum bogs
possess a unique animal world. Various amphibians, birds and mammals all find their home
or source of food here.
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Bird and mammals watching Rososu Mic UP 2 Socolau, UA 84
GPS coordinates: 47°55’41.92”N 24°29’16.93”E
Routes: Viseu de Sus - Poienile de Sub Munte - Socolau
Distance: 54 km
Duration: 2 hours (by car)

•

Bird and mammals watching Lutoasa UP3 Rica, UA 124A
GPS coordinates: 47°51’45.69”N 24°34’29.53”E
Routes: Vişeu de Sus - Poienile de Sub Munte - Rica
Distance: 50 km
Duration: 2 hours (by car)
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Technical Difficulty Rating System

Д

Rescue service

Technical difficulty

Skills and requirements

Hiking trail,
Blue

Easily accessible
Broad trail with very easy ups
and downs

No mountaineering experience and no
special equipment needed

Mountain
footpath,
Red

Some rocky, uneven footing and/
or moderate slopes
Short scrambles over rugged
terrain

Mountaineering skills required
Must be reasonably fit
Must be sure footed – comfortable
footwear with vibra type protectors
Basic hiking gear

Mountain
footpath,
Black

Several days hiking with overnight stays in highlands
Difficult footing and / or steep
slopes on major portions of the
section. Difficult scrambles with
steep drop-offs on all sides

Good mountaineering skills and experience required. Good physical shape
essential
Must be sure footed and comfortable
on unstable ground. Appropriate hiking
gear

Bila Richka
Біла Річка
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Bird watching Petrova Baltă
GPS coordinates: 47°49’34.62”N 24°13’35.26”E
Routes: Vişeu de Sus - Leordina - Petrova Baltă.
Distance: 25 km
Duration: 1 hour (by car)
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On the Ukrainian side of the border, hiking trails are marked with coloured horizontal
stripes between two while stripes. Rectangular marks confirm that you are on the
right way, and arrows indicate when you need to turn. The markings can be found on
trees, rocks and specially installed poles
The on site way-marking on the Romanian side is usually made according to national
regulations. Three colours are used: red, blue and yellow and certain shapes are also
used: triangle, band, dot. There are 12 symbols that can be used, combining colours
and shapes, for example:

Bil y
Б іли

Here are the addresses and contact telephone numbers of the Carpathian rescue service personnel. These mountains are their home. They will be grateful if you advise
them of the route you plan to take and your schedule before heading onto the trail.
They will be happy to provide you with any necessary assistance as they intimately
understand their territory, possess the latest information on weather forecast and
river water levels. They can advise you where to stay, how to access transport, where
to rent necessary equipment and where to obtain good maps and many other useful
things. They are not there to prevent or prohibit anybody’s hiking experience, but
are always are ready to provide assistance and help to tourists, especially those who
are not so experienced.
Rescue service contacts in Ukraine:

Rescue service contacts in Romania:

Verkhovyna Rescue Service
(Premise of Tourist Informational Centre «Verkhovyna»)
7 M.Rybchuk St., Verkhovyna, 78700
Ivano-Frankivsk region
+38003432 21941, +380963724400
e-mail: skala2002@ukr.net

Emergency call centre: 112
National Rescue Service Salvamont:
+40 725 826 668
Civil protection: 982

Vorokhta Rescue Service (Premise of
village council)
41 Danyla Galytskogo St., Vorokhta,
78595 Ivano-Frankivsk region
+38 03434 4 11 49,
+38 097 706 75 47

Rescue Service Salvamont Baia Mare:
+40 726 686 673
e-mail: salvamontbm@gmail.com
http://www.arhimedes.ro/salvamont
Address: Traian Bd, no. 8, POB. 243,
Baia Mare, 430212
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Emergency calls

Ecotourism Visitor Centre, Carpathian
National Nature Park, 6 Stusa St., Yaremche,
Ivano-Frankivsk region
+ 3803434 21155, 22259;
+38067 907 64 32
e-mail: cnnp@meta.ua
www.cnnp.if.ua

In Ukraine:
101 – Fire services,
102 – Police,
103 – Ambulance

In Ukraine accommodation and dining
are marked in accordance with the road
traffic signs:
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In Romania:
National Unique System for Emergency
calls (in case of fire, accidents etc) – 112
Medical Aid
In Ukraine:
Yaremche Central Town Hospital
5 Dovbusha St., Yaremche
+3803434 22228,
3803434 22303 – ambulance
Vorokhta Town Hospital
Bogdan Khmelnytskyi St., Vorokhta
+3803434 41303, +3803434 41386
+3803434 41383

Centre of outdoor activities ‘BikeLand’
264 Svobody St., office 303, 78500 Yaremche, Ivano-Frankivsk region
+3803434 21207
e-mail: info@bikeland.org.ua
www.bikeland.com.ua

Tatariv village Ambulance
+380 3434 22303

In Romania:

In Romania:
County Hospital Baia Mare
George Cosbuc Street, no31
Baia Mare, Maramures, Romania
+40(262)275340, +40(262)276860
spital@spitaljbm.ro
www.spitaljbm.ro
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In Ukraine:

Tatariv Village Tourist Informational Centre
600 Nezhalezhnosti St., 78596 Tatariv viallge, Yaremche, Ivano-Frankivsk region
+ 380977715022, +38067 3442239
e-mail: anastasiya@tatariv.info
www.tatariv.info
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Identification marks for accommodation and places to eat

Tourist Informational Centre ‘Verkhovyna’
7 M.Rybchuk St., 78700 Verkhovyna,
Ivano-Frankivsk region
+38003432 21941, +380963724400
e-mail: skala2002@ukr.net
www.verkhovyna.info
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Bird watching Copilaş UP2 Socolău, UA 141C
GPS coordinates: 47°56’21.73”N 24°35’32.04”E
Routes: Viseu de Sus – Poienile de Sub Munte – Coşnea - Copilaşu
Distance: 58 km
Duration: 2 hours (by car)
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Walking footbridge over swamp Rudyak, Vorokhta, 5 km
(GPS coordinates: 48°14’55.6”N 24°36’30.6”E)
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Vertical band – on white background – for markings of major mountain crests, called
magistrals which regularly are crest trails. Blue Equilateral triangle, on white background and point in a circle for marking of secondary routes. Point with simple circles
(white) for circuit trails or Double (red and white) for dual trails.
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Besides your trash (p.2), only take home photos and your wonderful memories. This is the best thing the Carpathian Mountains
can give you.
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Respect all living species. Keep your voice calm and avoid shouting; when you see an animal, neither try to touch nor to scare off
or chase. Admire the flowers but do not break them.
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Kill nothing but time. All the creatures that live in the national
park are protected and may not be caught or killed. Do not damage their habitats either.

Mammal watching tower - Pidlisnivske forestry, route on Stavniy Grun
(GPS coordinates: 48°21’32.8”N 24°37’58.9”E)
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Do not destroy the vegetation. All the plants in the national park
are protected. This means that it is forbidden to pick flowers, rip
off tree branches and dig up roots and bulbs.

Bird watching tower - Hoverlyanske forestry, Yazyk area
(GPS coordinates: 48°09’24.8”N 24°32’19.4”E)
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Take your trash home. Rubbish in the national park is not just
an eyesore; items such as cans and plastic packaging can also be
deadly for wild animals. Simply take everything you brought with
you away with you.

Bird watching tower - Zhenetske forestry, route on Khomiak mountain
(GPS coordinates: 48°22’16.1”N 24°32’59.8”E)
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Stick to the trail. Please do not stray from the marked hiking and
cycling paths. Fields and meadows within the cultivation zone are
not to be walked on.
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Carpathian National Nature Park

Carpathian National Nature Park and Maramures Mountains Nature
Park administrations and non-governmental organizations that promote nature-based tourism in the area kindly ask you to read and obey
the following rules of trails:

RULES OF TRAILS
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CJIT MaramuresInfoTurism
Gheorghe Sincai Street, No. 46, 430311,
Baia Mare, Tel: +40 262 206 113
Fax: +40 262 206 114
email: office@visitmaramures.ro
www.visitmaramures.ro

Verkhovyna District Hospital,
2 Nevestuka St., Verkhovyna village
+3803432 2106, +3803432 21603

In Romania all dinning and accommodation places are typically marked in
all roads:

- Hotel or motel

- Restaurant / Cafe

- Restaurant or cafe

- Hotel / Motel

In Ivano-Frankivsk region the network
of the B&B houses is marked with the following sign:

Climate

International time

The climate is officially chronicled as ‘temperate continental’. The winters are somewhat mild with variable springs and warm
summers. The average temperature
in January is between 4 and 7 degrees
Celsius, the average summer temperature is +18C. About 30% of the days are
sunny and another 40% are partly sunny.
Precipitation averages 750 to 1000 mm
annually, mainly during the months of
April through October. The mountain
peaks are covered in snow for up to five
months of the year.

Local time in Ukraine and Romania is
Greenwich Mean Time plus two hours.
Daylight saving time is observed from
the first Sunday in April to the last Sunday in October.

